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An outline of a proof of the local decomposition of linear metric perturbations
into gauge-invariant and gauge-variant parts on an arbitrary background spacetime
is briefly explained. We explicitly construct the gauge-invariant and gauge-variant
parts of the linear metric perturbations based on some assumptions. We also point
out the zero-mode problem is an essential problem to globalize of this decomposition
of linear metric perturbations. The resolution of this zero-mode problem implies
the possibility of the development of the higher-order gauge-invariant perturbation
theory on an arbitrary background spacetime in a global sense.
1. Introduction — Higher-order general-relativistic perturbation theory is one of topical
subject in recent general relativity. As well-known, general relativity is based on the concept
of general covariance. Due to this general covariance, the “gauge degree of freedom”, which
is unphysical degree of freedom of perturbations, arises in general-relativistic perturbations.
To obtain physical results, we have to fix this gauge degrees of freedom or to extract some
invariant quantities of perturbations. This situation becomes more complicated in higher-
order perturbation theory. Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate higher-order gauge-
invariant perturbation theory from a general point of view.
According to this motivation, in Ref. [1], we proposed a procedure to find gauge-invariant
variables for higher-order perturbations on an arbitrary background spacetime. This pro-
posal is based on the single assumption (Conjecture .1 in this article). Under this assump-
tion, we summarize some formulae for the second-order perturbations of the curvatures and
energy-momentum tensor for matter fields [2, 3]. Confirming this assumption in cosmolog-
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ical perturbations, the second-order gauge-invariant cosmological perturbation theory was
developed [4, 5]. Through these works, we find that our general framework of higher-order
gauge-invariant perturbation theory is well-defined except for the above assumption. There-
fore, we proposed the above assumption as a conjecture in Ref. [3]. We also proposed a brief
outline of a proof of this conjecture [6, 7].
However, in the outline of a proof in Ref. [7], special modes of perturbations are not
included in our considerations. We called these special modes as zero modes in Ref. [7].
Through the above proposal of our outline of a proof, we also pointed out that the zero
modes may appear in perturbation theories on an arbitrary background spacetime. We
called issues concerning about these zero modes as zero-mode problem in Ref. [7]. At least
in the current status, this zero-mode probelm is not resolved, yet. However, we expect that
the zero modes play important roles in some situations. The purpose of this article is not
to resolve this zero-mode problem, but to point out an important role of the zero modes,
which is related to the globalization of perturbations.
2. Perturbations in general relativity — The notion of “gauge” in general relativity
arise in the theory due to the general covariance. There are two kinds of “gauges” in
general relativity. These two “gauges” are called as the first- and the second-kind gauges,
respectively. The distinction of these two different notion of “gauges” is an important
premise of our arguments. The first-kind gauge is a coordinate system on a single manifold
M. The coordinate transformation is also called gauge transformation of the first kind
in general relativity. On the other hand, the second-kind gauge appears in perturbation
theories in any theory with general covariance. In perturbation theories, we always treat two
spacetime manifolds. One is the physical spacetimeM which is our nature itself and we want
to clarify the properties ofM through perturbations. Another is the background spacetime
M0 which has nothing to do with our nature but is prepared by hand for perturbative
analyses. The gauge choice of the second kind is the point identification map X :M0 7→ M.
We have to note that the correspondence X between points onM0 andM is not unique in
the perturbation theory with general covariance, i.e., we have no guiding principle to choose
the identification map X . Actually, as a gauge choice of the second kind, we may choose a
different point identification map Y from X . This implies that there is degree of freedom
in the gauge choice of the second kind. This is the gauge degree of freedom of the second
kind in general-relativistic perturbations. The gauge transformation of the second kind is
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understood as a change X → Y of the identification map.
To define perturbations of an arbitrary tensor field Q¯, we have to compare Q¯ on the
physical spacetimeMλ with Q0 on the background spacetimeM0 through the introduction
of the above second-kind gauge choice Xλ :M0 →Mλ. The pull-back X
∗
λ , which is induced
by the map Xλ, maps a tensor field Q¯ on Mλ to a tensor field X
∗
λ Q¯ on M0. Once the
definition of the pull-back of the gauge choice Xλ is given, the perturbations of a tensor field
Q¯ under the gauge choice Xλ are simply defined by the evaluation of the Taylor expansion
at M0:
XQ := X ∗λ Q¯λ
∣∣
M0
= Q0 + λ
(1)
XQ +
1
2
λ2
(2)
XQ +O(λ
3), (1)
where
(1)
XQ and
(2)
XQ are the first- and the second-order perturbations of Q¯, respectively.
When we have two different gauge choices Xλ and Yλ, we have two different represen-
tations of the perturbative expansion (1). Although these two representations are different
from each other, these should be equivalent because of general covariance. This equivalence is
guaranteed by the gauge-transformation rules between these two gauge choices. The change
of the gauge choice from Xλ to Yλ is represented by the diffeomorphism Φλ := (Xλ)
−1 ◦ Yλ.
This diffeomorphism Φλ is the map Φλ : M0 → M0 for each value of λ ∈ R and does
change the point identification. The gauge transformation Φλ induces a pull-back from the
representation XQλ in the gauge choice Xλ to the representation
YQλ in the gauge choice
Yλ by
YQλ = Φ
∗
λ
XQλ. According to generic arguments concerning the Taylor expansion
of the pull-back of tensor fields on the same manifold [5], we obtain the order-by-order
gauge-transformation rules for the perturbative variables (1)Q and (2)Q as
(1)
YQ−
(1)
XQ = £ξ(1)Q0,
(2)
YQ−
(2)
XQ = 2£ξ(1)
(1)
XQ+
{
£ξ(2) +£
2
ξ(1)
}
Q0, (2)
where ξa(1) and ξ
a
(2) are the generators of the gauge transformation Φλ.
The notion of gauge invariance considered in this article is the order-by-order gauge
invariance proposed in Ref. [3]. We call the kth-order perturbation
(k)
X Q is gauge invariant
iff
(k)
XQ =
(k)
YQ for any gauge choice Xλ and Yλ. Through this concept of the order-by-order
gauge invariance, we can develop the gauge-invariant perturbation theory.
3. Construction of gauge-invariant variables — To construct gauge-invariant variables,
we first consider the metric perturbation. The metric g¯ab on Mλ, which is pulled back to
M0 using a gauge choice Xλ, is expanded as Eq. (1):
X ∗λ g¯ab = gab + λXhab +
1
2
λ2Xlab +O
3(λ), (3)
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where gab is the metric on M0. Although this expansion depends entirely on the gauge
choice Xλ, henceforth, we do not explicitly express the index of the gauge choice Xλ if there
is no possibility of confusion. Through these setup, in Ref. [1], we proposed a procedure to
construct gauge-invariant variables for higher-order perturbations. Our starting point is the
following conjecture for hab:
Conjecture .1 If there is a symmetric tensor field hab of the second rank, whose gauge
transformation rule is Yhab − Xhab = £ξ(1)gab, then there exist a tensor field Hab and a
vector field Xa such that hab is decomposed as hab =: Hab + £Xgab, where Hab and X
a are
transformed as YHab − XHab = 0, YX
a − XX
a = ξa(1) under the gauge transformation (2),
respectively.
In this conjecture, Hab and X
a are gauge-invariant and gauge-variant parts of the pertur-
bation hab. In the case of the perturbation theory on an arbitrary background spacetime,
this conjecture is a highly non-trivial statement due to the non-trivial curvature of the
background spacetime, though its inverse statement is trivial.
Based on Conjecture .1, we can decompose the second-order metric perturbation lab as [1]
lab =: Lab + 2£Xhab +
(
£Y − £
2
X
)
gab, (4)
where Lab is gauge-invariant part of the second-order metric perturbation lab and Y
a is the
gauge-variant part of second order whose gauge-transformation rule is given by YY
a − XY
a
= ξa(2) + [ξ(1), X ]
a. Furthermore, using the first- and second-order gauge-variant parts, Xa
and Y a, of the metric perturbations, the gauge-invariant variables for an arbitrary tensor
field Q are given by
(1)Q := (1)Q−£XQ0,
(2)Q := (2)Q− 2£X
(1)Q−
{
£Y − £
2
X
}
Q0. (5)
In Ref. [1], we extended this construction to the third-order perturbations and we have
already confirmed that this construction is valid in the fourth-order perturbations [8].
4. An outline of a proof of Conjecture .1 — To give an outline of a proof of Conjecture
.1 for an arbitrary background spacetime, we assume that background spacetimes admit
ADM decomposition. Therefore, the background spacetime M0 considered here is n + 1-
dimensional spacetime which is described by the direct product R × Σ. Here, R is a time
direction and Σ is the spacelike hypersurface (dimΣ = n) embedded in M0. This means
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thatM0 is foliated by the one-parameter family of spacelike hypersurface Σ(t), where t ∈ R
is a time function. Then, the metric onM0 is described by the ADM decomposition
gab = −α
2(dt)a(dt)b + qij(dx
i + βidt)a(dx
j + βjdt)b, (6)
where α is the lapse function, βi is the shift vector, and qij is the metric on Σ(t).
Since the ADM decomposition (6) is a local one, we may regard that our arguments are
restricted to that for a single patch inM0 which is covered by the metric (6). Therefore, we
regard Σ as this single patch of a spacelike hypersurface inM0. Further, we may change the
region which is covered by the metric (6) through the choice of the lapse function α and the
shift vector βi. The choice of α and βi is regarded as the first-kind gauge choice, which have
nothing to do with the second-kind gauge. Since we may regard that the representation (6)
of the background metric is that on a single patch in M0, in general situation, each Σ may
have its boundaries ∂Σ.
To prove Conjecture .1, we consider the components of the metric hab as hab = htt(dt)a(dt)b
+ 2hti(dt)(a(dx
i)b) + hij(dx
i)a(dx
j)b. The gauge-transformation rules for the components
{htt, hti, hij} are derived from Yhab − Xhab = £ξ(1)gab with ξ(1)a = ξt(dt)a + ξi(dx
i)a. In-
specting these gauge-transformation rules, we explicitly construct gauge-invariant and gauge-
variant variables.
Our strategy for the proof is as follows [6, 7]: we first assume that the existence of the
variables Xt and Xi whose gauge-transformation rules are given by YXt − XXt = ξt and YXi
− XXi = ξi, respectively. This assumption is confirmed through the explicit construction
of the gauge-variant part of the linear-order metric perturbation below. Further, inspecting
gauge-transformation rules for the components {htt, hti, hij}, we define the symmetric tensor
field Hˆab whose components are given by
Hˆtt := htt +
2
α
(
∂tα + β
iDiα− β
jβiKij
)
Xt
+
2
α
(
βiβkβjKkj − β
i∂tα+ αq
ij∂tβj
+α2Diα− αβkDiβk − β
iβjDjα
)
Xi, (7)
Hˆti := hti +
2
α
(
Diα− β
jKij
)
Xt +
2
α
M ji Xj , (8)
Hˆij := hij −
2
α
KijXt +
2
α
βkKijXk, (9)
where M ji is defined by M
j
i := − α
2Kji + β
jβkKki − β
jDiα + αDiβ
j. Here, Kij is the
components of the extrinsic curvature of Σ inM0 and Di is the covariant derivative associate
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with the metric qij (Diqjk = 0). The extrinsic curvature Kij is related to the time derivative
of the metric qij by Kij = − (1/2α) [∂tqij −Diβj −Djβi]. The gauge transformation rules
for the components of Hˆab are given by
YHˆtt − XHˆtt = 2∂tξt, YHˆti − XHˆti = ∂tξi +Diξt, YHˆij − XHˆij = 2D(iξj). (10)
Since the components Hˆit and Hˆij are regarded as components of a vector and a symmetric
tensor on Σ, respectively, we may apply the following decomposition [9] to Hˆti and Hˆij:
Hˆti =: Dih(V L) + h(V )i, D
ih(V )i = 0, (11)
Hˆij =:
1
n
qijh(L) + h(T )ij , q
ijh(T )ij = 0, (12)
h(T )ij =:
(
Lh(TV )
)
ij
+ h(TT )ij , D
ih(TT )ij = 0, (13)
where (Lh(TV ))ij is defined by (Lh(TV ))ij := Dih(TV )j + Djh(TV )i −
2
n
qijD
lh(TV )l. Equations
(10) give the gauge-transformation rules for the variables h(V L), h(V )i, h(L), h(T )ij , h(TV )i,
and h(TT )ij . From these gauge-transformation rules, we easily find the explicit form of the
variables Xt and Xi as follows [6, 7]:
Xi := h(TV )i, Xt := h(V L) −∆
−1Dk∂th(TV )k. (14)
This is the most non-trivial part in our outline of a proof of Conjecture .1. Further, we
have to note that in the derivation of Eqs. (14), we assume that the existence of the Green
functions ∆−1 and (Dij)−1 of the Laplacian ∆ := DiDi and the elliptic derivative operator
Dij defined by Dij := qij∆ +
(
1− 2
n
)
DiDj + Rij . Here, Rij is the Ricci curvature on Σ.
In other words, we have ignored the perturbative modes which belong to the kernel of the
derivative operators ∆ and Dij [6, 7]. We call these modes as zero modes.
Furthermore, we easily construct gauge-invariant variables for the linear-order metric
perturbation hab. We have two scalar modes (Φ and Ψ), one transverse vector mode νi, one
transverse-traceless tensor mode χij . These gauge-invariant variables are given by
−2Φ := Hˆtt − 2∂tXt, −2nΨ := h(L) − 2D
iXi,
νi := h(V )i − ∂tXi +Di∆
−1Dk∂tXk, χij := h(TT )ij . (15)
Moreover, we can derive the expressions of the original components {htt, hti, hij} of the
metric perturbation hab in terms of these gauge-invariant variables and the variables Xt and
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Xi. Then, we conclude that we may identify the components of the gauge-invariant variables
Hab and the gauge-variant variable Xa so that Htt := −2Φ, Hti := νi, Hij := −2Ψqij + χij,
Xa := Xt(dt)a + Xi(dx
i)a. These identifications lead to the assertion of Conjecture .1.
5. Zero-mode problem and the globalization of gauge-invariant variables — In the above
outline of a proof of Conjecture .1, we concentrate only on a local region Σ in a spacelike
hypersurface which is covered by the metric (6). This local region Σ may have its boundaries
∂Σ. Furthermore, we assumed the existence of Green functions of the elliptic derivative
operators ∆ or Dij . Since we concentrated only on a local region Σ of the whole spacelike
hypersurface in the above outline of a proof, we have to discuss the globalization of our
proof to the whole region of the spacelike hypersurface in the background spacetime M0 if
we insist that Conjecture .1 is true on the whole background spacetime manifold M0. In
my opinion, the key of this globalization is zero modes.
As mentioned above, we define zero modes as perturbative modes which belongs to the
kernel of the elliptic derivative operators ∆ or Dij. The kernel of Dij also includes the (con-
formal) Killing vectors. Therefore, we may say that zero modes are related to the symmetries
of the background spacetime. Furthermore, we should emphasize that we have to impose
boundary conditions at boundaries ∂Σ for the explicit construction of the Green functions
for ∆ and Dij. Since the operators ∆ and Dij are elliptic, the change of the boundary condi-
tions at ∂Σ is adjusted by functions which belong to the kernel of the operators ∆ and Dij,
i.e., zero modes. Thus, we may say that the informations for the boundary conditions for the
Green functions ∆−1 and (Dij)
−1
are also included in the zero modes. These modes should
be separately treated in different manner. We call the issue concerning about treatments
of these zero modes as the zero-mode problem. This problem is a remaining problem in our
general framework on higher-order general-relativistic gauge-invariant perturbation theory.
Now, we comment on the relation between the globalization of our outline of a proof and
the zero-mode problem. If we want to consider the global behaviors of perturbations, we
have to consider the globalization of the definition of the gauge-invariant and gauge-variant
variables to the whole region of a spacelike hypersurface in M0. To do this, we should
consider different patches which cover the region outside the local region Σ. The same
arguments as above is applied to perturbative variables on these different patches. The key
problem is how to identify the gauge-invariant and gauge-variant variables for perturbations
on these different patches to those on Σ. To accumplish this, the behavior of the perturbative
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variables at the boundaries ∂Σ is important. If we impose some smoothness of the gauge-
invariant and gauge-variant variables on the whole region of a spacelike hypersuface, we have
to impose an appropriate boundary conditions to the perturbative variables at ∂Σ and to
match the perturbative variables at ∂Σ with those on the region outside Σ. If we accumplish
this matching, we may regard that the gauge-invariant and gauge-variant variables are global
variables on the whole region of a spacelike hypersurface on Σ. As mentioned above, the
change of the boundary conditions at ∂Σ is adjusted by zero modes. Thus, zero modes is
necessary to construct global gauge-invariant and gauge-variant variables.
If we impose the Einstein equation as the field equation, this globalization is related to
the construction of a global solution to the perturbative Einstein equation. To construct
perturbative solutions to the initial value constraints, we have to consider the perturbative
solutions outside the local region Σ and to match with the perturbative solutions in Σ at ∂Σ.
To accumplish this matching, each solution to the initial value constraints will be required to
satisfy some appropriate boundary conditions at the boundaries ∂Σ. The boundary behavior
of the perturbative variables is also adjusted by the zero mode which satisfy the perturbative
Einstein equation. If we accumplish this matching of solutions to the initial value constraint
smoothly, we can consider the time evolution of the global perturbations following to the
evolution equations in the Einstein equation.
We also note that to ignore the zero modes is regarded as to impose boundary conditions
for the Green functions ∆ or Dij at the boundary ∂Σ in some way. There is no guarantee
whether this boundary condition at ∂Σ is appropriate to construct global solution to the
perturbative Einstein equation or not. The information at ∂Σ propagates along the boundary
of the domain of dependence of Σ through the dynamics of the Einstein equation. If the
imposed boundary conditions are not appropriate to construct global solutions, the obtained
solution to perturbative Einstein equation cannot be extend to the outside of the domain of
dependence of Σ in general and loses its physical relevance of the behavior at the boundary
of the domain of dependence of Σ. In this sense, zero modes are the important to construct
global perturbative solutions. This is the main point of this article.
6. Summary — We briefly explained our proposal of an outline of a proof Conjecture .1
for an arbitrary background spacetime. Although there will be many approaches to prove
Conjecture .1, in this article, we just show an outline a proof. We also note that our
arguments do not include zero modes. The existence of zero modes is also related to the
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symmetries of the background spacetime. Furthermore, the zero modes are also important to
construct global gauge-invariant and gauge-variant variables of perturbations and to derive
global solutions to the perturbative Einstein equations. To resolve this zero-mode problem,
careful discussions on domains of functions for perturbations and its boundary conditions
at ∂Σ will be necessary. If we resolved this zero-mode problem, the general framework of
the general-relativistic higher-order gauge-invariant perturbation theory will be completed
and the wide applications of this general framework will be opened.
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